
Seamless compatibility
across various platforms.

Android, Windows, or
Linux devices.

We adhere to industry
standards. support for

SIP and WebRTC
protocols.

Enables seamless
integration with third-
party apps, enhancing

flexibility to meet client
needs.

Cross-Platform
compatible, Save money
on expensive hardware.

www.commit.com\commx

CommX 
                   Connect
Digital collaboration
                       for operational success

Get the convenience of an advanced instant messaging app and the power of
PPT integrated with your network.

 It’s secure, simple to configure, easy to use, 
and offers more than a regular unified communications tool.

Tactical Secured Efficient Versatile
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Our Combat Proven
                    Secured App comm 

Chat & 
Video Calls

Call
Conferencing

Operational
Secured

Cloud \ On-Prem

Unlimited 
Groups

Media Sharing

Combat Proven & Operational Secured
CommX Connect has been tested and proven in combat
scenarios, making it a reliable and battle-tested
communication tool for soldiers on the field.

Multi-Platform Support
CommX Connect can be on both Android smartphones and
desktop computers, making it accessible in various
operational environments.

Efficient Team Collaboration
CommX Connect's instant messaging, video conferencing,
and media sharing features facilitate seamless teamwork,
irrespective of the industry.

Flexible Deployment Options
CommX Connect's ability to be deployed on-premises or on
the cloud makes it adaptable to the specific infrastructure
requirements of different clients, providing scalability and
ease of management.

WhatsApp-like Messaging with Peace of Mind

Flexibility in Protocols
CommX Connect offers versatile support for multiple
communication protocols, including G711, OPUS, H264 and more.
Clients can customize compression parameters, tailoring the
communication experience to their unique requirements.

Engineered for the unique requirements of remote and
distributed teams, CommX Connect excels in high-security
settings.

CommX Connect ensures your data security while
offering a complete array of WhatsApp features for you to
enjoy without any concerns.
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VOIP \ ROIP

Call Recordings

End-to-End
Encrypted

CommX 
             Connect 

Our Combat Proven
                    Secured App comm 

Integration with Existing Systems
CommX Connect's integration capabilities allow it to work
seamlessly with existing communication systems and
third-party apps, making it an excellent fit for clients
looking to streamline their workflow.

Bring Your Own SIP Trunk
CommX Connect's provide our clients with maximum
flexibility and control over their communication
infrastructure.

User-Friendly Interface
CommX Connect is designed to be simple to configure
and easy to use, ensuring a smooth onboarding
process for your team without the need for extensive
training.

Ideal for Industries 

Defense Government
AgenciesHealthcareHomeland

Security

Encrypted  Communication
You can confidently use the app to share critical information,
engage in confidential discussions, and collaborate without
concerns about data breaches or unauthorized access

www.commit.com

Whether you have a team working remote, or distributed across a large area,
 whether they are under ground, in the air, 

or in a command center, with 
CommX Connect collaboration becomes smooth and effective. 
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VOIP \ ROIP

SOS Alarms

Call 
Recordings

Video Audio
Chat

Cross-Platform
Compatible

Server \ Less
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Safe Handless Work

Cost-Efficient
NO more to hardware restrictions, embrace the
flexibility to use what works best for your team. 
Save Money on Expensive Hardware.

The CommX Connect is a real-time VoIP
intercom communications platform that
enables multi-channel communications via IP

The Voice Activity Detection feature allows for
handsfree use, so workers can keep their hands
where they are needed most.

Tactical and Secure 
Stay connected indoors and communicate with
outdoor radio units with a server less architecture,
port range reduction (UDP), and use of device and
user certificates ensure a high level of security and
privacy for clients' communication, making it ideal
for tactical and sensitive environments.

Customizable Audio Settings
Each module can be tailored to be heard in the right
ear, left ear, or both, with a simple configuration.

Seamless Integration
CommX Connect is fully integrated with the
CommX Suite and can easily be integrated with
third-party apps, streamlining your workflow and
enhancing overall efficiency.

CommX 
             Connect 

Secure, Reliable, 
                        and Cross-Platform PTT
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